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Abstract—Ischemic mitral regurgitation (IMR) is a currently
prevalent disease in the US that is projected to become
increasingly common as the aging population grows. In
recent years, image-based simulations of mitral valve (MV)
function have improved significantly, providing new tools to
refine IMR treatment. However, clinical implementation of
MV simulations has long been hindered as the in vivo MV
chordae tendineae (MVCT) geometry cannot be captured
with sufficient fidelity for computational modeling. In the
current study, we addressed this challenge by developing a
method to produce functionally equivalent MVCT models
that can be built from the image-based MV leaflet geometry
alone. We began our analysis using extant micron-resolution
3D imaging datasets to first build anatomically accurate MV
models. We then systematically simplified the native MVCT
structure to generate a series of synthetic models by
consecutively removing key anatomic features, such as the
thickness variations, branching patterns, and chordal origin
distributions. In addition, through topology optimization, we
identified the minimal structural complexity required to
capture the native MVCT behavior. To assess the perfor-
mance and predictive power of each synthetic model, we
analyzed their performance by comparing the mismatch in
simulated MV closed shape, as well as the strain and stress
tensors, to ground-truth MV models. Interestingly, our
results revealed a substantial redundancy in the anatomic
structure of native chordal anatomy. We showed that the
closing behavior of complete MV apparatus under normal,
diseased, and surgically repaired scenarios can be faithfully
replicated by a functionally equivalent MVCT model com-
prised of two representative papillary muscle heads, single
strand chords, and a uniform insertion distribution with a
density of 15 insertions/cm2. Hence, even though the com-
plete sub-valvular structure is mostly missing in in vivo MV

images, we believe our approach will allow for the develop-
ment of patient-specific complete MV models for surgical
repair planning.

Keywords—Mitral valve, Chordae tendineae, Topology opti-
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INTRODUCTION

The most recent statistics from the American Heart
Association reported mitral valve (MV) disease as a
common heart valve lesion in the US,6 afflicting more
than 4 million Americans, with up to 350,000 new
cases annually.58 The most prevalent MV disorder,
mitral regurgitation (MR), occurs at a frequency of
1.7%, ranging from 0.5% in the 18–44 age group to
9.3% among the elderly (age > 75 years).36 Moreover,
from more than 700,000 Americans who suffer heart
attacks annually, over one-third of the surviving
patients develop ischemic MR (IMR) within a month
of infarction.10

As a prime example of functional complexity in
living systems, the MV is a bi-leaflet structure sus-
pended at the mitral annulus, and supported by thin
collagenous structures called the MV chordae tendi-
neae (MVCT) that connect the MV leaflets to the
papillary muscles (PMs).33 The MVCT and PMs to-
gether are often referred to as the MV ‘‘sub-valvular
apparatus’’ and play a critical role in the MV compe-
tence as well as the left ventricular (LV) geometry and
function.37 Most MV pathologies, IMR in particular,
are accompanied by morphological and structural
changes to the valve including annular dilation and
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flattening, in addition to posterior leaflet tether-
ing.8,12,25

To treat patients who suffer from moderate to sev-
ere IMR, MV repair and replacement are widely
practiced, yet there has been an ongoing debate for
more than two decades over which is the superior
strategy.1,34,53,60 Numerous retrospective studies ini-
tially advocated MV repair over replacement as the
preferred IMR treatment;9,16,22 however, recent ran-
domized trials have cast significant doubt on the
superiority of repair.21,54 In addition to the unknown
optimal treatment, natural anatomic variations, dif-
ferent disease progression paths, and patient-specific
tissue remodeling simultaneously impact the MV’s
response to repair, which further obscures surgery
outcomes and subsequently complicates treatment
planning.44,51

Computational modeling of the MV provides un-
ique insights into valve function and disease as well as
allowing for explorations within a range of treatment
options that cannot be practically achieved via animal
studies or clinical trials.3,43,44,51,57 In particular, image-
based computational studies have advanced remark-
ably in recent years to more accurately simulate MV
biomechanics.32,39,48 For instance, Zhang et al. devel-
oped a semi-automated framework to build patient-
specific MV models from transesopahgeal echocar-
diography (TEE) images using machine learning and
biomechanical models.61 They applied their pipeline on
15 imaging datasets from 14 patients and demon-
strated the accuracy of their approach to infer mod-
eling parameters such as leaflet material properties. In
another study, Gao et al. developed a coupled MV–LV
model based on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) data, which allowed them to simulate cardiac
function over half of the cardiac cycle.20 While these
studies have rigorously addressed some of the key
challenges in in vivo MV modeling, developing models
strictly from clinical imaging data to faithfully predict
MV surgeries remains an open-ended problem.

The inherent limitations of the clinical imaging
modalities like real-time 3D echocardiography (rt-
3DE) have long hampered the development of high-
fidelity MV models on a patient-specific basis (Fig. 1).
More specifically, although in vivo imaging of the MV
leaflets has improved significantly in the past decade,
the MVCT anatomy remains largely unresolvable in
current clinical imaging setups.13 Therefore, most
previous studies that attempted to perform image-
based simulations of the MV relied on prescribing
MVCT primarily based on ex vivo knowledge of
chordal anatomy.35,38,40–42,55,56,59 However, given the
intrinsic complexity and intra-patient variability of
MVCT, MV models with prescribed chordal geometry

suffer from low patient-specific precision and subse-
quently lack sufficient predictive power.14

In our previous investigation of the MVCT, we
analyzed the geometric attributes of ten ovine MVs
(Fig. 2), which demonstrated significant regularities
and suggested MVCT templates can be developed for a
group of valves.27 Such templates could then provide a
generic substitute for the missing patient-specific
MVCT structure based on population-representative
approximations. However, acquiring large datasets to
elucidate the population-level anatomic details of
human MVCT using high-resolution imaging modali-
ties such as micro-computed tomography (micro-CT)
and MRI is prohibitively expensive and labor-inten-
sive.23 Most importantly, there is also no guarantee
that such MVCT templates based on population-aver-
aged geometric attributes provide predictive models to
simulate the patient-specific MV function. Further,
personalizing templates is a laborious task, prone to
intractable inaccuracies that may negatively affect the
fidelity of final models.2 We believe these major chal-
lenges greatly disadvantage developing a template-
based approach to build personalized MVCT models
with reliable predictive power.

In the present study, we sought to establish a
framework to build geometrically tractable, function-
ally equivalent models of the MVCT. To this end, we
used our detailed knowledge of the MVCT to perform
a functional characterization of the MV chordal
structure and develop a functionally equivalent MVCT
model through topology optimization. The rationale
behind our approach originates from the Occam’s ra-
zor principle to avoid unnecessarily sophisticated
models in favor of more efficient solutions that deliver
specific objectives. In this investigation, the main
objective in developing functionally equivalent MVCT
models was to reproduce the response of the native
chordal structure for the purpose of predictive MV
closure simulations under dilated (i.e. IMR-like) and
repaired conditions. We believe that our work over-
comes a significant challenge to ultimately adopt
computational modeling of the MV in surgery simu-
lations and hence treatment planning.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Geometry Acquisition

We used extant in vitro imaging data from our
previous studies to develop MV models. The details of
our experimental setup, imaging protocols, and data
processing algorithms have been thoroughly reported
in the literature.7,15,29 In brief, micro-CT images of
three excised ovine MVs were acquired at both end-
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diastolic (fully open) and end-systolic (fully closed)
states. Each specimen was imaged in normal, dilated,
and surgically modified configurations that were sim-
ulated in a bench-top experimental setup. The obtained
3D images were first denoised using a curvature flow
filter and then segmented using a standard threshold-
ing scheme (see Khalighi26). Further, a small angle
light scattering technique was used to obtain the col-
lagen fiber architecture (CFA) of the MV leaflet tis-
sue.52 To develop highly detailed geometric models, the
leaflet and MVCT structures were extracted from fully

open and fully closed images of the valve respectively.
This enabled us to resolve the anatomic features of the
MV structure with high precision and accuracy. The
leaflets were then analyzed in a multi-resolution
framework that allowed controlling the level of detail
and discretization using superquadric shape templates
and sparse spectral analysis.28 As for MVCT, curve-
skeleton models enriched with continuous cross-sec-
tional area (CSA) fields were developed that fully
characterized and reconstructed the MVCT struc-
ture.27

FIGURE 1. A representative MVCT is shown (a) [adapted from Khalighi et al.27] While echocardiography has improved
significantly in recent years (b), it still cannot fully capture the thin intricate structure of MV chordal constituents.

FIGURE 2. The anatomical features of native MVCT are shown for a representative chord. The real chordal anatomy is quite
complex as a result of (a) area variations, (b) numerous branching instances, and the scatter of native chordal (c) origins and (d)
insertions. Notably, these features are also missing in the MV clinical imaging data.
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MVCT Modeling

Model Development

In this work, we developed a pipeline to generate
MV models with synthetic, functionally equivalent
MVCT structures based on our detailed knowledge of
the native chordal anatomy (Fig. 3). The models were
built in the closed configuration of the valve following
our previously established framework to build high-
end MV models from imaging data.14 In brief, the
leaflet geometry was hyperelastically warped from the
open to the closed state using a marker-based mor-
phing technique. Then, the chordal models were con-
structed in the same closed configuration and merged
with the closed leaflet mesh. In addition to improved
geometric resolution, this framework enabled us to
calibrate the MV models efficiently and, in turn, en-
hance the predictive power when simulating valvular
function under pathological conditions such as MR as
well as surgically modified conditions such as annulo-
plasty (AP) repair. The specific steps of our numerical
algorithms used to develop MV models have been
described in detail in Drach et al.14

Functional Characterization

To elucidate the functional impact of MVCT ana-
tomic attributes, we developed a sequence of models by
successively simplifying geometric features from the
native MVCT anatomy (Fig. 4). First, the locally
varying CSA fields were replaced with the mean CSA
value of the entire structure (Fig. 4b). We then
removed all the internal branching instances in the
MVCT by directly connecting the chordal PM origins
and leaflet insertions (Fig. 4c). This model was further
simplified by grouping the origins of the anterolateral
and posteromedial PMs (Fig. 4d). Each MVCT model
in this ensemble isolated a key feature of the native
chordal anatomy and thus performing simulations
with these models enabled us to study how model
accuracy is affected by the lack of knowledge regarding
specific patient-specific native MVCT features.

Topology Optimization

Following our functional characterization of the
detailed native chordal anatomy, we studied func-
tionally equivalent MVCT models in a topology opti-
mization framework. The most simplified model
studied during functional characterization was devel-
oped based on average origin locations and synthetic
chordal strands. However, building that model still
relied on the knowledge of native insertions. We thus
homogenized the chordal leaflet insertion sites by
uniformly distributing the insertions across the leaflet
surface (Fig. 5a). The rationale behind this simplifica-

tion was to completely eliminate the dependency of
MVCT model development on the information that
cannot be acquired faithfully from low-resolution rt-
3DE images. We then performed a topology opti-
mization analysis on the MVCT model with combined
origins and a uniform map of insertion locations.

In general, ‘‘topology optimization’’ is used in
mechanical design to ascertain optimal shapes of a
specific structure that fulfills a designated function.17

We adapted the same framework to develop geomet-
rically tractable MVCT models that can effectively
fulfill the function of native chordal anatomy for the
purpose of organ-level simulations of the MV appa-
ratus. Essentially, the goal in this part of the study was
to search for an optimal density and distribution of
single-strand chords with no branching that, when
integrated with the leaflet structure, result in a pre-
dictive model of the valve’s closing behavior under
dilated and repaired conditions.

The optimization was performed by iteratively
removing a fraction of chords from the dense MVCT
model with uniform insertions (Fig. 5). Each iteration
step consisted of first simulating the valve closure un-
der normal conditions, then eliminating the chords in
the bottom two deciles of the Cauchy stress histogram.
The models were developed and tested successively
until the onset of prolapse—when the synthetic chordal
structures became overly sparse to support the leaflets
during valve closure. We repeated the optimization
algorithm to analyze the sensitivity of developed
models to different step sizes in trimming the chords as
well as the impact of mesh resolution for both leaflets
and MVCT.

Finite Element Simulations

Geometry Morphing

All the MVCT models developed in this study were
originally constructed in the closed state. We thus were
required to morph them to the open state prior to
model calibration and closure simulations. As de-
scribed in Model Development, to build models in the
closed configuration, the leaflet mesh was initially
morphed from the fully open to the fully closed state
based on the methods established previously by Drach
et al.14 In the present study, the inverse of this closing
map was used to describe the opening boundary con-
dition on the chordal insertion locations. As for the
origins, displacement boundary conditions were pre-
scribed based on the difference in the location of PMs
in the imaging data from the fully open and fully
closed states. Upon setting up the problem in a finite
element (FE) framework, the opening simulations were
performed with chords modeled as inextensible truss
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elements. Further details about the specifics of our
approach to morph the MV constituent geometries
between states can be found in our previous publica-
tions.14,27,28

Model Calibration

Morphing MV models from the fully closed to the
fully open state only approximates the true open shape
of MVCT when the chords are modeled as inextensible

FIGURE 3. We systematically simplified the structure of native chordal anatomy to perform a functional characterization of the
MVCT and, in turn, elucidate the structure-function relation of the chordal features unresolvable via clinical imaging. Further, we
sought to build functionally equivalent MVCT models that are geometrically simple in a topology optimization framework.

FIGURE 4. Starting from the ground truth model with native MVCT (a), we eliminated area variations (b) to analyze the impact of
local thickness variations on FE model development. Then, the ‘‘constant CSA’’ model was further simplified by removing all the
internal branching points (c) and consecutively combining the chordal origin locations (d). This ensemble of models allowed us to
study the functional impact of the native chordal anatomic features except the chordal insertions.
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elements. Real chords undergo a substantial amount of
strain, up to 10%, while deforming from their slacked
shape in the fully open state to their stretched config-
uration in the fully closed state.11,49 To address this
issue, we previously developed a calibration algorithm
to infer the amount of compressive strain that needs to
be applied in conjunction with the opening simulations
in order to predict the true open geometry of the MV.14

First, the MV model with inextensible chordal ele-
ments was pressurized to extract the true force distri-
bution in the chords during the normal closure of the
valve. The resulting force levels were then inverted
based on the hyperelastic characteristics of MVCT to
infer the strain that chords with real material proper-
ties undergo in the same setup. Lastly, to calibrate the
MVCT, the inverse of this strain map was applied to
the chords during opening simulations. This procedure
ensured that the MV constructed in the closed state,
then morphed to open state, and finally calibrated
back to the closed state predicts the valvular function
with guaranteed fidelity.14

Closure Prediction

Our methodology to set up and perform predictive
simulations of the MV closure has been previously
described in detail.14,31 Briefly, the commercial FE
software package ABAQUS Explicit was configured to
use a nonlinear quasi-static solver with direct time
integration and automatic time stepping. To build the

computational mesh, first-order isoparametric trian-
gular elements were used for the leaflet geometry and
first-order isoparametric line elements were used for
the MVCT. The mechanical behavior of leaflet tissue
was simulated using a nearly incompressible, trans-
versely isotropic structural model.18,46,62 The model is
formulated as stiff fiber ensembles, embedded in a
hydrated non-fibrous matrix material with the total
strain energy function, W, given by

W ¼ Wf þWm ¼
Z p=2

�p=2
C hð ÞWens Eens hð Þ½ �dh

þ lm
2

I1 � 3ð Þ þ p J� 1ð Þ
ð1Þ

In formulation (1), Wf and Wm are the effective fiber
and matrix strain energies, respectively, C is the fiber
orientation distribution function, Wens is the fiber

ensemble strain energy density function, Eens hð Þ ¼
NT hð Þ E N hð Þ is the ensemble fiber strain in the N hð Þ
direction, E ¼ C� Ið Þ=2 is the tissue-level Green-La-

grange strain tensor, C ¼ FTF is the right Cauchy-
Green deformation tensor, F is the deformation gra-
dient tensor, and I is the identity tensor. In the second
and third terms, lm is the matrix neo-Hookean mate-
rial model constant, responsible for the bulk low-strain
response, I1 ¼ trace Cð Þ, J ¼ det Fð Þ, and p is the La-
grange multiplier to enforce incompressibility. Using
this constitutive relation and following the Fung
pseudo-hyperelastic assumptions,19 the total second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is then computed from

FIGURE 5. To analyze the effect of native insertion locations, we homogenized the insertion map of the native chordal structure
and developed a synthetic model with the same density of chords distributed uniformly (a). This model was then systematically
simplified in a topology optimization framework (b) to determine the fewest number of chordal strands required to mimic the
response of the ground truth model. Topology optimization was performed till the onset of prolapse due to lack of sufficient
support on the leaflet from the synthetic MVCT models (c).
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SL ¼
Z p=2

�p=2
C hð ÞSens Eens hð Þ½ � N hð Þ �N hð Þ dh

þ lm I� C33C
�1

� � ð2Þ

where C33 ¼ 1= C11C22 � C2
12

� �
is the direct conse-

quence of imposing incompressibility in planar tissues
and p ¼ �lm C33 is the Lagrange multiplier enforcing
incompressibility. To simplify computations, we chose
an exponential model to simulate the nonlinear fiber
stress–strain response as

where c0 and c1 are the material constants and Eub is
the threshold fiber strain for full fiber recruitment. The
material parameters used for simulations are reported
in Drach et al.14

To model the mechanical behavior of MVCT, we
used an incompressible isotropic hyperelastic material
relation following

SMVCT ¼ C10 exp C01 E11ð Þ � 1½ �: ð4Þ

In Eq. (4), E11 ¼ 1
2 F2

11 � 1
� �

is the uniaxial strain in
MVCT, and the material constants C10 and C01 were
chosen as reported by Lee and colleagues.31 The same
material model was used for all the MVCT models
developed and studied in this work.

Model Comparisons

We compared the shape and kinematic measures of
MV leaflets to quantitatively assess the performance of
MV models with different chordal structures. All the
studied models throughout this work shared the same
leaflet geometry that provided a natural correspon-
dence between them. The chordal part of models were
excluded in the comparison since each model by design
had a different MVCT topology. Essentially, the
comparison criterion was based on the impact of each
chordal model on the MV apparatus performance as a
whole.

To facilitate model evaluations, we used the com-
posite accuracy score (CAS), as originally used by
Drach et al.14 This scalar score provides an effective
metric to assess the accuracy of a specific model
against ground-truth measurements. In this study, the
native MV model was considered as the ground truth
and all the other MVCT models were ranked based on

how well they replicated the performance of the native
structure under normal, dilated, and repaired condi-
tions. CAS is computed using the explicit equation

CAS ¼
X
k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i

qi;k � �qi;k
� �2

s

ri;k

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA=dimðkÞ;

k ¼ SCC; SRR; ECC; ERRf g;

ð5Þ

where k is the index of the quantity of interest, i is the
FE index and N is the total number of elements in the
model, qi;k is the values of quantity of interest in the

considered model, �qi;k is the quantity of interest in the

reference model, ri;k is the standard deviation of the

quantity interest in the reference model.

RESULTS

Functional Characterization

To analyze the functional impact of native chordal
features, we simulated MV closure under normal, di-
lated, and repaired conditions using systematically
simplified models of the native MVCT (Fig. 6). The
results show that the local CSA variations, internal
branching pattern, and the stochastic scatter of chor-
dal origins on PMs only minimally affect the predictive
power of MV models. We found that all models
achieved at least 98% accuracy when comparing the
results of closure simulations for the simplified MVCT
models with the native model in terms of predicting
shape as well as the stress and strain tensors. These
findings imply that for the purpose of organ-level
simulations of the MV, calibrated models of the
MVCT comprised of only single strand chords with
uniform CSA and combined origin locations can pro-
vide sufficiently accurate results.

Topology Optimization

Building upon the insight that native chordal fea-
tures have little impact on the development of predic-
tive MV models, we studied structurally optimal

Sens Eensð Þ ¼ c0 exp c1Eensð Þ � 1½ � for Eens � Eub

c0 exp c1Eubð Þ � 1½ � þ c0c1 exp c1Eubð Þ Eens � Eubð Þ for Eens>Eub

�
ð3Þ
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FIGURE 6. Interestingly, the result of MVCT functional characterization demonstrates that carefully calibrated models with
simplified chordal anatomy can be developed while preserving the predictive power. The comparison of models with no CSA
variations (a), branching patterns (b), and origins scatter (c) with the ground truth models shows minimal discrepancies in
prediction of shape as well as the strain and stress tensors. For brevity, only circumferential strain (ECC ) results are shown here.

FIGURE 7. A minimum density of chords is required to ensure the MVCT models can be properly calibrated to the normal
condition (a). In terms of overall model performance, the rate of decay in accuracy score (b) implies that certain regimes of model
quality exist. This behavior strongly suggests that geometrically simple, functionally equivalent models can be efficiently
developed and calibrated to reproduce the effect of native MVCT on MV function.
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MVCT models that can be developed in a topology
optimization framework with no detailed knowledge of
the native chordal anatomy. Interestingly, our results
indicated that a simplified MVCT model with the same
areal density of insertions as the native model is highly
redundant to mimic the chordal role in the MV
apparatus function (Fig. 7). We further showed that
the predictive power of this model to simulate altered
states can be improved by trimming the structurally
insignificant strands down to 15 ± 2 insertions/cm2 on
the leaflets surface (Fig. 8). Comparing this finding to
the 65.4 ± 4.2 insertions/cm2 (mean ± standard devi-
ation, n = 10), which is the native density of inser-
tions,27 suggests that over 75% of the native
population of MVCT insertions can be eliminated with
no significant loss in model performance.

Functionally Equivalent Models

Examining the evolution of insertion maps in our
study of the MVCT through topology optimization
showed no specific patterns, such as distinctly dense or
significantly sparse insertion regions (Fig. 5). Follow-
ing this finding, we uniformly distributed the insertion
locations for an optimal model (15 insertions/cm2) and
performed additional FE closure simulations. The
homogenization of insertion locations did not result in
a significant decline in predictive power (Fig. 9). We
thus developed similar models for two more valves and
assessed their performance under normal, dilated and
repaired states (see Appendix for more details). The
simulation results indicated that MVCT models with
uniform insertion maps of an optimal density can

reliably reproduce the performance of anatomically
accurate chordal models (Table 1). More specifically,
calibrated MVCT models comprised of two represen-
tative origin locations, single strand chords, and a
uniform insertion map of 15 insertions/cm2 can be used
to mimic the behavior of the native chordal structure.

DISCUSSION

Significance and Novelty

Computational models of the MV provide an
invaluable means to improve our understanding of the
MV pathophysiology. Most notably, key questions
regarding the functional significance of MV con-
stituents, mechanobiological response of the valve tis-
sue to disease, and development of more durable MV
treatments are all within the scope of MV modeling
based on biomechanical frameworks and computa-
tional algorithms. Our group has worked extensively
on establishing a rigorous foundation to develop more
reliable MV models based on in vitro stud-
ies.4,5,7,14,27,28,30,47 However, to be able to simulate
patient-specific MV function, computational models
need to be developed from clinical-quality imaging
data. The current study is focused on addressing the
issue that the complete MV geometry, and MVCT in
particular, cannot be resolved via in vivo imaging with
the sufficient fidelity required for in silico model
development.

It is worth mentioning that we established a func-
tional framework, rather than a strictly mathematical
approach, to analyze the MVCT. Alternatively, ad-

FIGURE 8. The quality of MV closure predictions based on simplified MVCT models indicates that optimal MVCT models can be
developed. While removing too many chords renders the MVCT models incompetent, the models with more than adequate density
of chords, above 23 insertions/cm2, are essentially over-fitting the normal calibration conditions and thus perform suboptimally in
predicting altered states.
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vanced computational geometry frameworks like L-
systems provide the foundation to reproduce tree-like
structures such as MVCT.50 However, in addition to
overcoming the challenges of tailoring sophisticated
algorithms to generate synthetic chords, there is no
guarantee that such models, developed uninformed of
MV function and based on geometric considerations
only, allow for faithful patient-specific simulations of
MV closure. We thus focused on the development of
sufficiently detailed MVCT models that can be well
calibrated to mimic the function of the native structure
as opposed to building models that geometrically
resemble the native chordal anatomy.

General Findings and Clinical Implications

Three classes of MVCT models were developed and
analyzed in this study. First, we developed an ensemble

of MVCT models by successive simplification of the
native chordal anatomy. Analyzing the performance of
these models in predicting MV closure under normal,
dilated, and repaired scenarios indicated that native
chordal features such as area variations, branching
patterns, and origin scatters are not crucial to devel-
oping predictive MVCT models for the purpose of
organ-level simulations. We next performed a topology
optimization analysis to investigate the role of native
insertion locations (chordae-to-leaflet attachment sites)
in simulating MV function. Interestingly, our results
showed that the original areal density of insertion
locations can be trimmed down to around one-fourth
of the native density with no significant loss in pre-
dictive power. Lastly, we developed MVCT models
with uniform insertion maps and an optimal density
for three valves, which further demonstrated that
functionally equivalent models of the chordal structure
can be developed completely independently of the na-
tive MVCT anatomy.

To build personalized MVCT models, our pipeline
requires only the leaflet geometries at the fully open
and fully closed states of the valve, which eliminates
the need for any a priori knowledge of the patient-
specific chordal anatomy. This also implies that the
time-consuming image processing step to extract
MVCT from images is no longer required for the MV

FIGURE 9. In addition to developing functionally equivalent models through topology optimization (a), we tested a further
simplified model with a uniform map of insertion locations with the optimal density (b). The results show that the developed
uniform MVCT model can achieve high accuracy in predicting MV closure compared to the ground truth simulations. Remarkably,
no knowledge of the native chordal anatomy is required to build and calibrate this model (b).

TABLE 1. CAS scores for 3 valves studied in this work using
functionally equivalent MVCT models.

MV1 MV2 MV3

Normal 0.98 0.95 0.95

Dilated 0.95 0.92 0.94

Repaired 0.97 0.95 0.93
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model development. Further, the synthetic chords are
initially constructed in the closed state, then undergo
morphing to the open state, and finally get calibrated
to the normal working condition of the MV. We
showed that such models, when constructed with a
sufficient density of chords and carefully calibrated,
can reliably predict MV function under altered con-
ditions such as dilation due to IMR and flat-ring AP in
MV repair surgery. Ultimately, we believe that where
the organ-level behavior of MV is of main concern,
functionally equivalent MVCT models with simplified
structures provide an efficient approach to circumvent
the shortcomings of in vivo imaging modalities.

Insights into MV Anatomy

Our study showed that biomechanical models with
simplified structures can be developed to predict the
closing behavior of the MV apparatus with high fide-
lity. While we acknowledge the limited scope of all
computational models when simulating natural bio-
logical systems, we believe that some general insights
can be drawn from the findings of present work. Most
notably, our results suggest that the inherent com-
plexity of MV chordal anatomy might be less directly
tied to the functional efficacy of MVCT than com-
monly believed. We showed that ‘‘structurally simple’’
models of the MVCT can be developed to efficiently
simulate the same effective function as the native
chordal structure. This further implies that the intri-
cate branching shape of MVCT may result from the
biological factors governing the way valves are formed
rather than optimally fulfilling specific physiological
goals.

Limitations

Although we ultimately seek to develop MVCT
models from clinical imaging data, in this study we
worked with ex vivo MV images with micron-resolu-
tion accuracy. This choice of data source was necessary
to provide a highly detailed model as the ground truth.
Further, it allowed us to isolate the effect of different
MVCT models on MV function while ensuring the
other model constituents remain accurate. However,
when working with in vivo data, local maps of thick-
ness variations and the fiber architecture of leaflets
cannot be acquired to the same level of accuracy.24 We
expect this lack of information to not affect developing
functionally equivalent MVCT models as we have
previously shown that high-fidelity MV models can be

developed with lower-quality leaflet geometry and an
average map of internal fiber architecture.14 It is also
worth mentioning that we only focused on the MV
function under dilated and repaired conditions in an
acute sense, without considering the possible tissue
remodeling effects. The MVCT models introduced in
this study have only been validated to predict the MV
closure in situations where the leaflet properties have
not changed drastically compared to the healthy state
of the tissue. Further investigations are required to
elucidate the long-term effects of tissue remodeling and
effective ways to adjust the computational MV models
to account for new tissue characteristics.44

Future Directions

In the present study, leaflet geometries based on
micro-CT imaging data were used to build the chordal
models; however, we have previously shown that MV
models with substantially lower leaflet accuracy still
can be used effectively for the purpose of organ-level
MV simulations.14 This implies that our pipeline can
be efficiently extended to develop personalized, syn-
thetic MVCT models from clinical imaging data. The
only major challenge that needs to be addressed is the
registration of leaflet geometries extracted from the
end-diastolic and end-systolic time-points of the car-
diac cycle. We believe mechanically penalized regis-
tration techniques within FE frameworks can be
readily implemented to build correspondence between
MV geometries from different states.45 Upon success-
ful implementation of such techniques, synthetic
MVCT models can be developed as proposed in this
study to simulate MV repair surgery and develop
optimal personalized treatments.

APPENDIX

We performed our analysis presented in this work
on 3 valves that were randomly selected from our ex-
tant dataset of micro-CT based MV models (Fig. 10).
The optimal models developed for all valves faithfully
reproduced the effect of native chordal anatomy in
terms of organ-level simulations of the MV closure
under normal, dilated, and repaired conditions
(Figs. 11 and 12). This consistency further indicates
that functionally equivalent MVCT models allow
performing predictive simulations of the MV appara-
tus to simulate clinically important conditions of the
MV.
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FIGURE 10. The study was performed on 3 specimens to reproduce the results of functionally equivalent models of the MVCT on
multiple valves.

FIGURE 11. Closure simulations of MV2 are shown for a functionally equivalent MVCT and the ground truth models.
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